The Center for Religion and Media seeks to develop interdisciplinary, cross-cultural knowledge of how religious ideas and practices are shaped and spread through a variety of media. The Center, inaugurated through The Pew Charitable Trusts, is a collaborative project of the Religious Studies Program and the Center for Media, Culture and History, providing a space for scholarly endeavor, a stage for public educational events, and an electronic interface with media specialists and the public through its innovative web journal, The Revealer: A Daily Review of Religion and the Press, www.therevealer.org.

www.nyu.edu/fas/center/religionandmedia

The Center for Religion and Media
726 Broadway
New York, New York 10003

www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/media

The Center for Media, Culture and History addresses issues of representation, social change and identity construction embedded in the development of film, television, video, and new media worldwide. It focuses on the role these media play in shaping our perceptions of history and culture; in forging individual, collective, national and transnational identities; and in mediating the direction of character of social change.

www.therevealer.org
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STAFF
Faye Ginsburg, Co-Director
Angela Zito, Co-Director
Barbara Arnosh, Director of Public Programs
Laura Tersero, Program Coordinator

The Revealer: A Daily Review of Religion and the Press
Jeff Sharlet, Editor

MAJOR FUNDING FOR THE CENTER FOR RELIGION AND MEDIA IS PROVIDED BY THE PEW CHARITABLE TRUSTS.
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MONDAY / MARCH 17 / 5-7 pm
JUVENIL MUSEUM, CENTER FOR MODERN CULTURE, 100 WASHINGTON SQUARE EAST

REMEMBERING INDIA: Film, Phalanges, and Fratricide

Chris Pinney (University of New Mexico)

A critical look at the image of India, and the role of the Indian military in the social construction of that image.

MONDAY / MARCH 24 / 5-7 pm
JUVENIL MUSEUM, CENTER FOR MODERN CULTURE, 100 WASHINGTON SQUARE EAST

KARMA AND GOVERNABILITY

Michael Gilsenan (University of New Mexico) and Michael Gilsenan (NYU)

A roundtable discussion on the role of karma in contemporary society.

SCREENING/DISCUSSION

FRIDAY / MARCH 29 / 7-9 pm
CANTOR FILM CENTER, 36 EAST 8TH STREET

SUPER, GIRLS!

KRISER ROOM, 25 WAVERLY PLACE

A screening of the film "Super, Girls!" and a discussion with the filmmakers.

MONDAY / APRIL 1 / 7-9 pm
CENTER FOR JEWISH HISTORY, 15 WEST 16 STREET

OBJECTS OF AFFECTION: The Jewish Wedding in Media

Shiva Balaghi, Negin Kianfar, and Daisy Mohr (center for jewish history)

A discussion of the visual and material culture of Weddings in Jewish media.

PROGRAMS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.